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The Courvoisier VST is a single band universal dynamics processor. The purpose of this VST plugin is to
provide the user with a user-friendly interface to produce very gentle and subtle (or over the top) effects
by controlling a single transfer function. The Courvoisier VST plugin provides the user with many useful
tools to control the overall dynamics of incoming material (attack, release, threshold, contrast etc.) and
offers 11 different transfer functions designed to produce different types of effects (overpower, gentle,
digital, analogue, sibilant etc.). All the curves used in the Courvoisier VST are drawn over the histogram
of incoming audio material, based on the measurements on a sample. Each of the 11 transfer functions
provides a maximum dynamic range (on the order of 22 dB) that may be adjusted to be fit to a wide
variety of material and mixing styles. The material processing available with the Courvoisier VST plugin
allows the user to control for example a gentle attack or release function that will be applied to a mix or
submix on input without affecting the track volume. On the other hand, overdrive, digital, analogue,
sibilant and many more effects may be applied to a given material (or mixture) without affecting the
volume or causing any noise. These effects can be applied to a single part of a track or to the whole mix.
Dynamics Approximant is a model-based single-band VST plugin for the Macintosh. This plugin will model
the critical bands of the human auditory system, and translate the relative loudness of each band into a
dynamic range curve. These curves can then be used in a variety of ways. Dynamics Approximant
Description: This plugin is a single band dynamic processor for the Macintosh. It takes audio input from
the sound card, and models the critical bands of the human auditory system. These curves can then be
used in a variety of ways, such as adjusting the dynamic range of a mix, or generating contours of the
subjective loudness of any input material. The plugin provides a simple to use interface, and a variety of
curves to choose from. As well as the normal linear, sigmoidal, sine wave and logarithmic curves, the
plugin also contains curves designed to approximate the non-linear properties of the auditory system.
Dynamic Range Meter is a VST plugin for the Macintosh. This VST plugin contains three different modules
for measuring the
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The KEYMACRO plugin is a set of Macros that allows you to get interesting effects without having to use a
fancy algorithm! Main functions: • 5 parameters, including five formant filters, a Low Pass and High Pass
filter and a real time attack/release algorithm. • Three modulation wheels (Slope, Amplitude and the
smooth slope envelope). • Four waveforms (Filter, Osc, Gate and an envelope input that can modulate all
three parameters). • There are two parameters that control the amount of input signal that is preserved. •
High Resolution Audio input and output to avoid noise. • Large table of preset effects. How to get your
own? The effect modules can be purchased individually from me, or in a bundle, or you can get the whole
set for a discounted price. The Courvoisier VST plugin was developed to be a single-band universal
dynamics processor with adaptive attack and release algorithms optimized for complex program material
(mixes and submixes). Courvoisier uses free-form curves drawn over the histogram of incoming audio
material (as opposed to traditional ratio and threshold parameters) to determine the transfer function of
the processing. KEYMACRO Description: The KEYMACRO plugin is a set of Macros that allows you to get
interesting effects without having to use a fancy algorithm! Main functions: • 5 parameters, including five
formant filters, a Low Pass and High Pass filter and a real time attack/release algorithm. • Three
modulation wheels (Slope, Amplitude and the smooth slope envelope). • Four waveforms (Filter, Osc, Gate
and an envelope input that can modulate all three parameters). • There are two parameters that control
the amount of input signal that is preserved. • High Resolution Audio input and output to avoid noise. •
Large table of preset effects. How to get your own? The effect modules can be purchased individually from
me, or in a bundle, or you can get the whole set for a discounted price. The Courvoisier VST plugin was
developed to be a single-band universal dynamics processor with adaptive attack and release algorithms
optimized for complex program material (mixes and submixes). Courvoisier uses free-form curves drawn
over the histogram of incoming audio material (as opposed to traditional ratio and threshold parameters)
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The dynamics processor is the heart of any mix, so it is important to understand the kinds of effects that
can be applied and how they can be used. For instance, a general rule is to apply only 1.5dB of
compression to the whole mix. But a mix may be comprised of different portions, which may require
different compression. Courvoisier allows you to have multiple attack, release and threshold parameters
that can be applied to each track individually. The plugin has three main pages: Master Settings, Track
Settings and Reverb. The first page allows you to set the overall plugin behavior (attack and release, etc)
and the way the histogram curves are drawn (overhead, always, or only when a key command is issued).
On the second page of the plugin's GUI, the user has a wide array of parameters and curves to configure:
Four types of dynamics processors are available. Track compressing and boosting: Compressors are filters
that alter the dynamic range of audio material by suppressing the higher amplitude parts (typically the
high end) of the input signal. In general, the lower the setting of a compressor, the lower the level of
compression. There are many different types of compressors. Courvoisier uses a linear compressor, and
has four adjustable parameters: Threshold, which is the range of input material that is sent to the
compressor (below this level, compression will happen, above this level, no compression will happen).
Ratio, which is the ratio between the input material's highest amplitude point and the threshold.
Attenuation, which is the amount of input material that is allowed to pass through the compressor (when
the ratio is set to 1, all the input material is passed through). Time (or attack), which is the time that the
input material is sent through the compressor (longer attack times mean that less of the input material is
processed, thus less compression). When the compressor is turned on, it is applied to all of the tracks of
the MIDI file, thus creating a mix of the original and the compressed material. Multiband Compressor:
The Multiband Compressor is a simple two band compressor. Output Bands: These determine the band of
audio material that is compressed by the compressor (the input band) and the band of audio material that
is passed through the compressor (the output band). Input: This is the band of audio material that is
routed to the compressor (when
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What's New in the Courvoisier?

# Plugin parameters: Parameter Name: Description: | | | | |--- | --- | ---| | Pitch | Sets the pitch of the input
signal in semitones. | | FCurve | Sets the shape of the attack curve. Can be one of a variety of shapes: | | | |
| | Linear | | | Sine | | | Cubic | | | Spline | | | Step | | | Ramp | | | | | Freq | Sets the center of the attack
curve. | | Zoom | Sets the degree of zoom for the histogram curve. The number controls the degree of
zoom, the higher the number, the more zoom. | | ZoomMin | Sets the minimum zoom value. | | ZoomMax |
Sets the maximum zoom value. | | Attack | Sets the speed of the attack in milliseconds. | | AttackMin | Sets
the minimum speed of the attack. | | AttackMax | Sets the maximum speed of the attack. | | Release | Sets
the speed of the release in milliseconds. | | Release
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System Requirements For Courvoisier:

Minimum: OS: Win7 / Vista / WinXP Memory: 1GB VGA: 1024x768 DirectX 9.0c Processor: Intel P4 2.0Ghz
or higher Sound: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card Hard Drive: 1GB Additional Notes: Has a 30-day trial
period, and its only a single player, so for those that want to play coop this is a no-go. Recommended: OS:
Win7 / Vista
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